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34Everyone has a different process for
building their workout and diet plan. Each
individual has his/her own idea of how they
want to achieve their goals. I personally have a
set plan, but sometimes it becomes evident that
the program I have in place is not working for
me. If you are looking to work out and develop
a structured program you are working toward,
I highly recommend doing the following: In
order to make the following an easy checklist,
I’ve provided one for you to review. Day:
Morning: Lunch: Snack: Evening: Does this
look like what you do each day? Are there
obvious changes in your life? Here is how my
exercise and diet program has evolved over the
years. Day One: Starting Off Right Year One:
[2019] Week One: Overall: My Goal: 3x
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Weekly 1. I get up at 6:30 a.m. I normally have
a cup of coffee, read articles on social media,
and head out to work. I then begin my week by
lifting and training weights for about 1 hour. I
exercise about 2 or 3 times a week depending
on my schedule. After this, I go to the gym and
work on cardio for an hour. I work on cardio
because the best way to lose weight is to burn
fat, which cardio facilitates. After my workout
and some stretching, I eat breakfast. I don’t
have a set diet, but I typically have a protein
shake, a protein bar, and a handful of nuts. I
also add a banana to my shake. Day Two:
Week Two: Overall: 2. I get up at 5:45 a.m. I
normally have a cup of coffee, read articles on
social media, and head out to work. I then
begin my week by lifting and training weights
for about 1 hour. I exercise about 2 or 3 times
a week depending on my schedule. After this, I
go to the gym and work on cardio for an hour.
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I work on cardio because the best way to lose
weight is to burn fat, which cardio facilitates.
After my workout and some stretching, I eat
breakfast. I f678ea9f9e
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